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In a fantastic dream the only limit is imagination: the Dress project is born from the will to create an unlimited vision of the world of taps, starting from a basic
structure and configuring it to fit personal tastes. The combination of the finish of the mixer with the material of the surface can create endless solutions,
ranging from visions of elegance to more fashion-oriented arrangements.
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Architectural ensemble: the unique personality of Dress leaves an unmistakeable mark on the style of the room. With its comprehensive product range and
endless customization possibilities, Dress is an overall project that can be tailored to your taste. A true example of Italian excellence recognized worldwide and
rewarded by the prestigious iF Design Award.
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the dress collection
design nilo gioacchini

Augmented reality.
Pure artistic expression.
In domestic settings architecture and design express their identities
in constant harmony. The formal synthesis of Dress is not limited to
completing furnishing, it evolves into a broader project that can coordinate
atmosphere and matter. This complete collection, with a thousand faces
and endless personalities, dressed in chrome and weathering steel by
the master craftsmen of the Officine Nobili, contemplates and extends

the industrial vintage spirit of the environment, harmoniously blending the
five senses. For the first time ever, taps directly involve the architectural
space by intensifying its reality, attracting attention and focusing it on
them. Unique, private and individual, Dress rises up to be pure artistic
expression, creating an intense and evocative balance with considerable
determination and strong character.
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SPECIAL FINISHES

CHOOSE YOUR DRESS

A WORK OF ART

In the Dress collection, the combination of materials and finishes offers endless design possibilities. In addition to the spout and lever, the Officine Nobili master
craftsmen can also customise the finish of the mixer body. Thus, while the minimalist elegance of stainless steel is reflected in the timeless sophistication of
slate, the company’s stylistic flair is taken to the limit in a rose gold and yellow gold version, giving the mixer a royal aura of aristocratic refinement.

Live the experience first-hand: starting from the chrome standard version, you can personalize, as you want, the entire collection, choosing from endless
spout and lever coating solutions. In this way, the character and the style of the mixer takes on very different connotations, creating an ambient that easily
pass from fresh and youthful atmosphere to an expression blackberries sophisticated and elegant.

The creative versatility of the Dress collection is open to countless artistic variants. Officine Nobili handcrafts highly exclusive solutions, such the spectacular
surface adorned using the guilloche decorative technique, which allows for the reproduction of any texture or design on the surface of the spout and lever,
for a uniquely refined ambience.
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